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Presentation Notes
Good afternoon. I am Tim Doyle and serve as a Project Manager for the campus CIO’s Office. While I have only been in that role for 2 years, I have been an IT project manager and process improvement analyst for almost 20 years. So, for when the opportunity to provide a Flash Talk here on the importance of effective communication for new PM, I seized that. This is obviously a meaty topic and the few minutes here are meant to provide a few ideas to contemplate and maybe a few traps to avoid. 



Walk the Project Fence 
Protecting the Team by 
Managing Stakeholder 
Expectations & Scope 

Providing Business Value & 
Meeting Sponsor Expectations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is my analogy for your role in communication within the project.  PM must walk on the top of the fence.On one side is the project team Making sure the project team has the space to deliver the scope for the project. Our role is to ensure the team understands the big ‘Why” for the project. On the other is the sponsor, broader organization with important needs and they own the mission of our university that our project is meant to provide. Understanding this notion is probably been at the heart of my longevity as a PM and some of the success that I have had. 



It’s All About Knowing Your Audience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are just the key audiences that you have every project. 



Communication Is KEY! 

•Identify Expectations  
 

•Timely and Consistent 
 

•Focus on Benefits 
 

•Change Cannot be Ignored 
 

•Every place has its own culture! 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project Planning is important but … Communication is the key to building quality project teams, meeting sponsor/organizational expectations, and ultimately implementing successful projects. Every one has expectations – work to identify these.Often expectations for you as PM will be difficult to live up to. Communicate when it matters and consistently. Can be difficult – Multiple projects, your “everyday job” often makes this difficult. Every place has its own culture!Honesty and respect for all is where I always want to try to come from. Protects the teamBad behavior will occur. Work from a place that promotes that but…Not every organization lives in that same place The faster you understand this group’s or place’s culture and what’s expected the more likely your communication style can be adjusted. 



And Now A Few Warnings! 

•Every Team has different needs 
 

•Prioritize and Prioritize Again! 
 

•It’s NEVER EASY! 
 

•Both Sides of the Fence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While it is important to leverage ideas and methods that have worked in the past, every team and project will be different. Different personalities, different organizational cultures and Communicate on both sides of the Fence but ….Sometimes, for the good of your project, you need to step down off the fence and focus on one side to ensure that the message is heard on the other side.It is ALWAYS better if we find ways to have sponsors and stakeholders occasionally climb the fence with you to be on the side with to team. Reduces the chance for 



Thank you! 
 

Contact info for more:  
Tim Doyle 

timothy.doyle@wisc.edu 



Pass the Paper 
A Collaboration Pattern 

Robert Merrill 
CIO Office PMO 

May 31, 2018 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like there are software design patterns, there are patterns for team interactions – for collaboration



There are Software Design Patterns 

There are also Collaboration Design Patterns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In both cases, a pattern is a proven solution to a problem.The specific problem is grooming user stories. That’s agile speak for reviewing functional requirements, written in an active-voice, traceable format called user story.But you can use Pass the Paper with anything where you need fast upload into people’s brains and peer review. Plus, you don’t have to facilitate a discussion and take notes!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s how Pass the Paper works.Using a collaboration pattern usually takes some prep. In this case, write out the draft user stories and print them on cards. I have an Excel workbook with a macro which goes through a worksheet of stories and makes a sheet that prints 2-up on US standard office paper. It can even be made to work with Jira exports if you know Visual Basic. But get the review items on cards or separate sheetsI send the user stories out a day or two in advance, for people who prefer to read them, but I don’t require it. There’s another pattern I use for bigger documents where I absolutely do require review in advance, but that’s not this.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then I divide user stories into roughly equal stacks, one stack for each attendee. If I know in advance, I’ll divide the stacks beforehand. Paper is harder to deal than cards.
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Presentation Notes
I then instruct people to write notes and questions on the cards in their stack. At the start, I set a timer, with maybe 45 seconds or a minute per story, depending on how dense they are. These typically don’t have a lot of test cases yet, so they’re not too dense.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the timer goes off, I instruct people to pass the paper to the person on the right. The timer is to establish a pace. I want to slow people down.The way it usually goes, people start ignoring the timer, and either passing their stack when they’re done or passing each story as they have finished with it. Never one to miss a teachable moment, I name that and explain that they are starting to implement a continuous-flow, pull system, and how if we could visualize all of our collaborative work, we would do a lot more of that.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If people want to start talking—extravert privilege being what it is—I assure them there will be time for that later. For now, we want everyone to examine and perhaps write on every card.Then, you just watch. You can keep using the timer if it serves your group. I watch for stories backing up, and other people with nothing to look at, and ask, “Are you done with these?”



Repeat 
All the way 

Around 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see people stop writing and look around, get out their phones, etc. as the stories return to their starting points.Remind people to wait while everyone finishes, and confirm that everything’s back where it started. It doesn’t have to be perfect. The additional effort to make sure Every One wrote on Every Story isn’t worth it.



Follow up activity 
for Extraverts and 
Verbal Processors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s where you have a choice. If people really wrote a lot, it might be worth it to have another round of Pass the Paper. If I was the last to touch a story, I’ve seen all the comments, but if I was the first, I haven’t. Sometimes you can tell that people are reading through the stories that have returned to them. When in doubt, ask. “Would anyone like to send the stories around again, to see what was written after you?” Respect minority opinions here—this second round is a lot quicker. Sometimes people answer questions others wrote, right on the card.Pass the Paper is designed to give the writers and introverts a collaborative space, but by itself doesn’t bring out the verbal and visual processors. If you have another activity that’s verbal and visual and still working with the same material, the questions and observations will come out then. But if that’s all for this session, you might want to end with an explanation of what will happen to all of these notes, and some lightly structured discussion.You might say, “Thanks for all your input. We did a week’s worth of review in an hour. I’ll incorporate this material into the stories on the backlog, and if I have a question and don’t recognize the hand writing I’ll message the whole group.”“Before we finish, I have two questions. First, are there any particular stories that you think deserve discussion by the whole group?” Focus on what the whole group needs to do. This time is precious. You now have a group of people who have all loaded the same material into their minds, all together. Don’t waste that.The second question might be something expanding, like “What do you think about the whole set of stories? What did you expect to see that wasn’t there?”



More Collaboration Patterns and Other People Hacks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pass the Paper is an example of a collaboration pattern. It works when you have a set of short, independent items that need expert review and some focused discussion.  The reviewers are now familiar with the material if you return to it soon enough, and the activity leaves behind a nice strong echo in the form of everyone’s handwritten notes.Patterns are like recipes. People publish books, they get passed around, and they get tweaked. I adapted this one from Craig Knuth, one of our Integrated Applications developers.If you want more, check out “Agile Retrospectives” by Esther Derby, and “Requirements by Collaboration: Workshops for Defining Needs,” by Ellen Gottesdiener.



5 Project Management Tips 
for Non-Project Managers 



Game of Milestones 

A Project Manager’s Journey 
Through the 5 Kingdoms of Project 

 
 
 
 



Project Charter – Defining the End Game 
 
 

What is the organization trying to 
achieve? 
 
What is in scope or out of scope? 
 
What role does everyone play? 
 
Risks and Assumptions 
 
A “living” document that is 
referenced throughout the project 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project Charter Openly Identifies Expectations  What is the organization trying to achieve?Details out what is in scope/out of scope for the projectIllustrates the Project impact to the organization/customer(s)Defines roles and responsibilities for the entire team and impacted areasLists out Risks and AssumptionsShould be a “living” document throughout the project



Organizational Strategy Tool! 
 

 

•What is your tool of 
choice? 
 

•Does this work  for 
everyone?  
 

•Re-evaluate through 
out the project 
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OneNote icon insert



Status Reports - No News is Not Necessarily Good News 

 
 

 

•Status Report Benefits 
 

•Consistent Frequency  
 

•Review in Person 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Benefit of a Status Report – Communication of Health of the project (Focus on Dates, $$$, Deliverables, Blockers)Define up front with your sponsor what their expectations are for a status reportBe consistent with frequency and formatReview with key leaders or project participants prior to sending out to a larger audienceSwitch it up and review status reports in personSchedule a reoccurring meeting to hold yourself accountable to send the status report



Status Reports – Impacts to the Project 



Face-to-Face Meetings 

• “Human” Connection 
• Brainstorming  
• Real Time Decision making 

 

The benefits of face-to-face meetings: 
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Presentation Notes
This is my analogy for your role in communication within the project.  PM must walk on the top of the fence.On one side is the project team Making sure the project team has the space to deliver the scope for the project. Our role is to ensure the team understands the big ‘Why” for the project. On the other is the sponsor, broader organization with important needs and they own the mission of our university that our project is meant to provide. Understanding this notion is probably been at the heart of my longevity as a PM and some of the success that I have had. 



Project Closure – The Season Finale 

• No Cliff Hangers – Project Charter/Status Reports 
• Document what has been delivered with in the project 
• Celebrate!!! 

 



The SIPOC tool:  
Create a visual model of a 

high-level process  
UW-Madison IT Professionals Conference 

May 31, 2018 
Presenter:  Tamra Dagnon, CIO PMO 



http://disney.wikia.com/wiki/Mike_Wazowski 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I said SIPOC, not cyclops.



S
I
P
O
C
  

 



Suppliers 
Inputs  
Process 
Outputs 
Customers 

 



Use to collaboratively document a high-level 
business process 
 



Aid project scope discovery 



Quickly bring people to a common understanding 





Process name 
 
Use a Verb + Noun format (e.g. Recruit  
Students). 



Begin with the process 
 
Map it in four or five high-level steps 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you get “deer in the headlights” discuss when the process starts and when it ends or jump to outputs.



Define the outputs 
 
List tangible things the process produces (e.g. a 
report or a letter) 

 



Define the customers 
 
List the people who receive the outputs 

 



Define the inputs 
 
List tangible things that trigger the process (e.g. a 
customer request) 



Define the suppliers 
 
List the people who supply the inputs 



Every input should have at least one supplier 
 
Sometimes supplier and customer are the same 
entity 

 



Extras 
 

Process purpose statement – why? 
 
Process owner 
 
Start- and end-points 
 
Boundaries/limitations 



Example – High-level process capture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project with Facilities, Planning & Management.  Five stepsVerb+noun name – Manage work orders.If you don’t personally submit work orders to FP&M, imagine this process in the context of a help desk ticket.Notice that suppliers, inputs, outputs and customers ARE NOT LINEAR; there’s no one-to-one relationship!Suppliers and customers are very similar in this case.Remembers, suppliers initiate the process but they also are engaged in the process throughout.Take FP&M staff, who sometimes initiate work orders in the midst of doing an inspection, for example.  They also deliver and receive outputs, like completed work.Basically, the SIPOC is a means to collect related information that will inform detailed requirements, analysis and even product evaluations down the road.Three people, working as a team (for the most part), three weeks, documented 85 business processes within FP&M.  Approach was interview style.



Example – Common scope discovery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joint project between Undergraduate Admissions and Division of Continuing StudiesHad teamed up before to implement a marketing automation solution called EloquaTeaming up again to implement a CRM or customer relationship management tool called SalesforceSome trepidation that, because they each recruit different types of students – undergrads vs. graduate and capstone students – recruiting processes were not going to align, resulting in a lot of points of separation in the new system.Used SIPOC tool to help the teams discover common scope in a collaborative workshop setting.  Different format…which spells out SIPOC!Six steps…I know I said four or five steps but the tool is FLEXIBLE!Verb+noun name – Recruit studentsKey allowed one SIPOC with, in this case, a supplier and an output that belongs only to Admissions.Again, suppliers, inputs, outputs and customers ARE NOT LINEAR; there’s no one-to-one relationship!Admissions and DCS follow different detailed steps in their recruiting processes but this high-level view helped them to understand that they are both essentially following a common process.  The SIPOC workshop established a basis for and eased some anxieties about working together and helped the project start with a shared vision.



Sorry, no time for questions…. but for answers,  
contact Tamra Dagnon! 
 
tamra.dagnon@wisc.edu 
 

Thank you! 
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